Introduction {#S1}
============

Breast cancer is well-known to be highly variable at both the clinical and genetic levels. Many cases progress rapidly with short survival, while others grow indolently with relatively good outcome after treatment. Not surprisingly, at the molecular level, breast cancer is also characterized by a diverse number of genetic abnormalities including unbalanced chromosomal rearrangements, gene amplifications and deletions. Some of these genetic alterations have been shown to be associated with tumors of distinct histologic types and/or grades (such as loss of 16q in low-grade ductal and lobular carcinomas), whereas others have proven to be of prognostic and predictive value (HER2/neu amplification). Another common feature of breast cancers are structural and numerical alterations in chromosome 8^[@R1],\ [@R2]^. The changes typically consist of gains on the q-arm, either the entire 8q or its telomeric region^[@R3]^. These chromosomal alterations have commonly been interpreted to reflect amplification of the *MYC* gene, located at 8q24.1^[@R4]^.

The proto-oncogene *MYC* encodes a nuclear phosphoprotein transcription factor that plays an integral role in a variety of cellular processes, such as cell cycle progression, proliferation, metabolism, adhesion, differentiation and apoptosis^[@R5]^. In cell culture, the activation of *MYC* leads to either entry into and progression through the cell cycle, or an increased rate of apoptosis, depending on the cell type and/or context^[@R6]^. Further, overexpression of *MYC* alone confers resistance to antiestrogen treatment^[@R7]^. The breast cancer suppressor gene, *BRCA1* has been found to bind to *MYC* and inhibit its transcriptional and transforming activity^[@R8]^. Experiments in transgenic mice have also shown that overexpression of *MYC* cooperates with additional alterations in HER2 ^[@R9]^ and Bcl-2^[@R10]^ as well as inactivation of p53^[@R11]^ to promote tumor formation. In addition, functional inactivation of *MYC* in human breast cancer cells specifically inhibits distant metastasis *in vivo* and invasive behavior *in vitro*^[@R12]^. Taken together, these findings implicate a role for *MYC* in breast cancer tumorigenesis and progression.

Amplification of *MYC* has been reported in breast cancer as well as in many other cancers^[@R4],\ [@R13],\ [@R14]^. Despite numerous studies, the proportion of breast cancers reported to harbor *MYC* amplification ranges widely, from 1 to 94%^[@R15]^. There is also no clear consensus as to whether or not *MYC* amplification is always associated with overexpression of its protein product. Regardless, *MYC* amplification is consistently observed in more aggressive ER-negative disease and correlates with poor prognosis and distant metastasis^[@R16]--[@R21]^. However, to date, a systematic analysis of *MYC* amplification in metastatic breast cancers has not been reported. In addition, whether the *MYC* amplification status may change in metastases in comparison to the corresponding primary breast tumor has also not been determined.

Our group has recently assembled unique cohorts of breast cancers from rapid autopsies and surgical specimens in which paraffin-embedded tissues of both the initial primary and subsequent matched systemic metastasis are available for analysis. Using these unique cohorts, we have analyzed both *MYC* protein expression and chromosomal copy number in both primary breast tumors and matched metastases.

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

Cases and Tissue microarray construction {#S3}
----------------------------------------

Two cohorts of patient samples were used to create two sets of tissue microarrays for analysis. In both cohorts, paraffin-embedded tissues were available from a single patient's primary breast carcinoma and her matched hematogenous metastasis. The clinicopathologic features of the initial cases of the autopsy cohort have been reported previously^[@R22]--[@R24]^, so they are only summarized here. For the autopsy cohort, all 15 patients studied developed terminal metastatic breast carcinoma and consented to undergo rapid autopsy for research purposes upon their death. All autopsies were performed within 4 hours of the patient's death, and multiple metastases were harvested and fixed in formalin so as to approximate the fixation of a surgical specimen. Paraffin blocks of multiple metastases harvested at autopsy and the patient's archived primary breast carcinoma from surgical pathology were used to make single patient tissue microarrays. The arrays consisted of 99 spots, each 1.5 mm in diameter. For virtually all tumor samples, 5 spots were placed on the array to minimize sampling error. In rare lesions in which limited material was available, fewer spots were used. In total, the tissue microarrays contained 145 primary tumor spots and 778 spots derived from 180 different metastases. In addition, 2 separate breast cancer metastasis tissue microarrays were constructed composed of 10 matched primary breast cancers and corresponding solitary metastases sampled not at autopsy but rather in routine surgical resections. The clinicopathologic features of this surgical cohort have been reported^[@R25]^. The distribution of metastases of the 10 metastatic sites was as follows: 6 brain, 3 lung and 1 ovary. Similar to the autopsy cohort, for all tumor samples, at least 5 spots were placed on the array to minimize sampling error. This totaled 50 primary tumor spots and 86 metastatic tumor spots.

Immunohistochemical analysis of ER, PR, HER2/neu, CK5/6 and EGFR expression was assessed, and the cases were characterized as either luminal, basal-like or HER2 based on published criteria which correlate with groups defined by gene expression profiling. The immunohistochemical surrogate profiles are as follows: *Luminal A tumors*: ER-positive, HER-2-negative*Luminal B tumors*: ER-positive, HER-2-positive*HER-2 tumors*: ER-negative, PR-negative, HER-2-positive*Basal-like tumors*: ER-negative, PR-negative, HER-2-negative, CK5/6-positive and/or EGFR-positive Labeling for ER, PR and HER-2 were also evaluated in metastases to determine loss or gain of expression. Cases with a Luminal A phenotype that lost expression of either ER and/or PR in metastases were categorized as *Luminal A, loss* cases^[@R23]--[@R25]^.

Immunohistochemistry for MYC protein {#S4}
------------------------------------

Immunohistochemical staining for *MYC* was performed on all matched primary and metastatic autopsy and surgical specimens. Immunohistochemical staining was performed on 5-um thick sections from formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue microarrays. Slides were deparaffinized and subjected to antigen retrieval by steaming for 40 minutes in EDTA solution (Zymed, South San Francisco, CA, USA). Slides were incubated with the rabbit monoclonal anti-MYC antibody (clone Y69, Epitomics, Burlingame, CA, USA) at 1:300 dilution overnight at 4°C. An anti-rabbit IgG antibody-HRP conjugate (PowerVision+ Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL USA) was used as secondary antibody for 30 minutes at room temperature. Staining was visualized using 3,3′-diamino-benzidine (DAB) (Sigma, Saint Louis, MO, USA) and slides were counterstained with hematoxylin. Mouse prostatic tissues from transgenic mice overexpressing human *MYC* were used as positive controls^[@R26]^. The predominant labeling was nuclear in location and only nuclear labeling was scored. Immunohistochemical staining results were assigned a score by multiplying intensity (0--3) of positive staining with the number of stained cells. Scores were then subclassified into low (1 to 100), moderate (101 to 200) and high (201 to 300) expressors.

Fluorescence in situ hybridization for *MYC* Amplification {#S5}
----------------------------------------------------------

Dual-label fluorescence in situ hybridization was performed on each tissue microarray using standard techniques^[@R13]^. Briefly, 5-um thick slides were deparaffinized, dehydrated, incubated in 2X SSC at 75°C for 15 mm. Slides were then digested in pepsin solution \[(4mg/mi in 0.9% NaCl (pH 1.5)\] for 15 minutes at 37°C, rinsed in 2X SSC at room temperature for 5 minutes, and air-dried. Directly labeled fluorescent DNA probes (Abbott Molecular, Abbott Park, IL) for the centromere region of chromosome 8 (green) and the genomic locus of *MYC* (red) were used in this study. Hybridization was performed by first denaturing both probes and target DNA by incubation in an 80°C oven for 5 min and then incubating each slide at 37°C overnight. Slides were postwashed in 1.5M urea/0.1X SSC at 45°C for 30 minutes and in 2X SSC at room temperature for 2 minutes. Nuclei were counterstained with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole and antifade compound *p*-phenylenediamine.

Of the autopsy cohort, all primary tumors and metastases were successfully stained. In the surgical specimens, staining was successful in 9 of 10 primaries and 10 of 10 metastases. Nuclei of up to 50 tumor cells were scored for each signal from each tumor core. The ratio of *MYC* to centromere 8 was calculated for each core and ratios for each tumor and metastasis were averaged. As per previously-published criteria, amplification of *MYC* was defined as a *MYC* to centromere 8 ratio of \> 2.2. A ratio of 1.3 to 2.2 was considered a *MYC* duplication and \< 1.3 was normal^[@R13]^.

Results {#S6}
=======

Cases {#S7}
-----

The cohorts consisted of 15 autopsy and 10 surgical cases. The clinicopathologic features for both patient groups are summarized in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. In the autopsy cohort (cases 1--15), patient age at diagnosis ranged from 28 to 71 years (mean 46 years) and age of death ranged from 36 to 79 years (mean 52 years). All of the primaries except 1 were invasive ductal carcinoma and the other was an invasive lobular carcinoma. Based on hormone receptor status, HER2/neu, CK5/6 and EGFR protein expression, the primaries could be further subcategorized into luminal A (n = 8), basal-type (n = 5), and HER2 positive (n = 2). In the corresponding metastases, 4 of 8 (50%) luminal A cases demonstrated ER and/or PR loss, and thus were classified as luminal loss cases. In addition, metastases from 1 of 2 HER2 positive cases showed subsequent HER2 loss. A mean of 4 sites of metastasis were sampled at autopsy and analyzed on tissue microarray (range 1 to 8 sites). The sites of metastases varied widely among the autopsy cases; however the most common organs involved included the liver (n = 10, 67%), lung (n = 9, 60%), and adrenal gland (n = 6, 40%). Axillary lymph node metastases were also present in 6 of 15 cases at the time of diagnosis and 4 of 15 cases postmortem.

In the surgical cohort (case 16--25), the patients ranged in age at diagnosis from 33 to 53 years (mean 42 years) and from 33 to 59 years (mean 46 years) when the corresponding metastasis was collected. Six of the 10 (60%) patients died after specimens were collected with the age of death ranging from 35 to 59 years (mean 47 years). All cases were invasive ductal carcinomas with the exception of Case 19, which was an invasive lobular carcinoma. Primaries consisted of 4 luminal A, 4 basal-type, and 2 HER2/neu positive cases. The molecular subtype of the corresponding surgical metastases remained unchanged. Only a single metastasis for each primary was available for review. Sites of metastatic involvement consisted of 6 brain, 3 lung and 1 ovary.

Immunohistochemical staining {#S8}
----------------------------

The results of *MYC* immunohistochemistry are summarized in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. In the autopsy cohort, 12 of 15 (80%) primaries demonstrated *MYC* labeling, but the majority of the primaries were low expressors (8 of 12, 67%). In addition, 4 of the low expressing cases showed only focal and weak labeling. Analysis of postmortem metastases from 11 of 12 (92%) *MYC* positive primaries surprisingly exhibited absent (n = 7) or diminished (n = 4) labeling. Further, the metastases that showed detectable *MYC* labeling were focal and weak. With the exception of a pleural metastasis, Case 13 was the only case with comparable labeling to the primary. Of the 3 negative primaries, metastases harvested at autopsy for Case 11 showed increased labeling as compared to the primary and axillary lymph node metastases harvested at the time of diagnosis, respectively. In fact, Case 11 was the only case out of 15 overall (7%) that demonstrated an increase in *MYC* labeling. Labeling among the metastases for Case 11 varied widely and ranged from 2 to 140 with the highest labeling in the diaphragm.

*MYC* labeling was identified in 8 of 10 (80%) primaries in the surgical resection specimen cohort. Similar to the autopsy cohort, the majority of cases scored within the low expressor range (6 of 8, 75%), with the other 2 (25%) being moderate expressors. Two of the low scoring cases showed focal and weak labeling. However, in contrast to the autopsy cases, all of the corresponding metastases (10 of 10) were *MYC* positive, including Cases 17 and 21, where the primary was *MYC* negative. Immunohistochemical scores of the metastases ranged from 78 to 210 and were subclassified as follows: 6 low expressor, 3 moderate expressor and 1 high expressor. Overall, the scores increased in the metastases as compared to the primaries in 9 of 10 (90%) cases. Only Case 25 demonstrated a 2-fold reduction in immunohistochemical score.

Fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis of *MYC* amplification {#S9}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Assessment of *MYC* gene amplification on both autopsy and surgical cohorts is summarized in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. All 15 autopsy primaries were suitable for fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis and representative results are shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Seven of 15 (45%) primaries demonstrated no evidence of a selective gain of *MYC* gene copy number, though of these, 1 case had a gain of centromere 8 and an equivalent gain of *MYC*. The 8 remaining primaries (55%) demonstrated an additional increase of *MYC* relative to centromere 8 with a 1.59 to 4.05-fold higher copy number. Among the 8 tumors with an additional increase, 5 (33% of the total 15) demonstrated duplication of *MYC* and 3 (20% of the total 15) demonstrated amplification of *MYC*. An additional increase in *MYC* was found in 9 metastases harvested at autopsy and ranged from 1.51 to 6.13-fold higher than centromere 8. The metastases in Cases 7 and 8 remained unchanged from the corresponding primaries and demonstrated *MYC* duplication. Cases 13, 14 and 15 also remained unchanged and showed amplification of *MYC*. However, Cases 9, 10, 11 and 12 acquired *MYC* amplification. The primary in Case 9 showed a normal *MYC* copy number, while a duplication was present in the primaries for Cases 10, 11 and 12. Importantly, remarkably little heterogeneity was identified between different metastases harvested postmortem from the same patient. Except for Case 11, variations in *MYC* among metastases remained within 1 gene copy number.

Of the 10 cases within the surgical cohort, fluorescence in situ hybridization was performed successfully on 9 primaries and all 10 metastases. Seven of 9 evaluable primary tumors demonstrated no evidence of *MYC* amplification or duplication, though 4 showed equally increased *MYC* and chromosome 8 copy number. An additional increase in *MYC* was observed 2 of 9 primary tumors: Cases 18 (duplication) and 23 (amplification). Four of 9 (45%) corresponding metastases demonstrated an additional increase in *MYC*. The metastasis in Case 23 remained *MYC* amplified; however, comparing the metastases to the primary, Cases 18 and 20 acquired amplification. Further, the metastasis of Case 22 showed a duplication of *MYC*, while no alterations were identified in the corresponding primary.

### Axillary lymph node metastases harvested at initial surgery and at autopsy are different {#S10}

Among the tumors that acquired amplification, an interesting trend was observed when comparing the axillary lymph node metastasis harvested with the primary tumor at the time of initial surgery with the axillary lymph nodes harvested at autopsy. In case 10, axillary lymph nodes were harvested at autopsy only, and these displayed the acquired *MYC* amplification of the systemic metastases. In case 11, the axillary lymph nodes harvested with the primary at initial surgery demonstrated the *MYC* duplication seen in the primary, while those harvested at autopsy demonstrated the *MYC* amplification seen in the systemic metastases. In case 12, the axillary metastasis harvested with the primary at initial surgery showed the duplication seen in the primary, not the amplification seen in the systemic metastases harvested at autopsy. Finally, in case 13, which showed amplification in the primary and a higher level of amplification in the systemic metastasis, the axillary lymph node harvested with the primary showed a similar level of *MYC* amplification as did the primary. Hence, while the numbers are small, axillary lymph nodes harvested at initial surgery reflected the *MYC* status of the primary tumor, while those harvested at the time of autopsy reflected the status of the systemic metastases.

### Correlation of *MYC* amplification with protein overexpression {#S11}

Given the minimal *MYC* immunohistochemical labeling in the autopsy metastases, which we believe represents a fixation delay artifact (see discussion)^[@R27]^, we excluded these samples from our correlation analysis. The mean *MYC* immunohistochemical score of those tumors showing no evidence of *MYC* amplification was 42, while that of tumors showing duplication was 88 and those showing amplification was 65. Of the 3 surgical cases which acquired amplification or duplication, the *MYC* immunohistochemical score increased from the primary to the metastasis. However, the primary tumor with the highest *MYC* immunohistochemical score (case 25) showed neither amplification nor duplication. Hence, while there was a trend for *MYC* amplification and immunohistochemical labeling to correlate, the correlation was clearly imperfect.

Discussion {#S12}
==========

The extent of *MYC* involvement in breast cancer tumorigenesis has been highly debated. Several studies have examined *MYC* gene amplification and protein overexpression in breast cancers; however, the data has been conflicting. For instance, frequencies among different reports vary from 50 to 100% and 1 to 94% for protein overexpression and gene amplification, respectively^[@R15]^. The source of such variation may lie at least in part due to the inconsistencies of the assay reagents and methods. For example, most studies assessing gene amplification have been performed using Southern blotting or PCR techniques. Both may suffer from normal cell contamination of the tumor sample, resulting in large fluctuations in copy number^[@R28]^. Similar issues have plagued immunohistochemical evaluation of *MYC*. Several *MYC* antibodies to various epitopes and modifications have been generated and utilized; however, most of these have not been rigorously evaluated using appropriate controls. Our study was designed to overcome both of these problems. First, *MYC* amplification was addressed in situ by fluorescence in situ hybridization, removing the variable of normal cell contamination. Second, we used a recently developed rabbit monoclonal antibody to *MYC* for immunohistochemistry. In conjunction with a highly sensitive immunohistochemical protocol and genetically-defined control experiments, this allows a validated assessment of *MYC* protein expression as previously described^[@R26]^. While the correlation between *MYC* amplification and various clinicopathologic parameters has been inconsistent, there is a general agreement that *MYC* amplification in primary breast carcinomas is a poor prognostic factor, which correlates with the development of distant metastases and decreased overall survival^[@R16]--[@R21]^. However, to date, whether *MYC* amplification or overexpression develops in breast cancer metastases has not been addressed. Further, assessment of *MYC* status in both primaries and corresponding metastases has also not been performed. Therefore, we analyzed both *MYC* protein overexpression via validated immunohistochemistry and chromosomal alterations via the \"gold standard,\" fluorescence in situ hybridization, in 2 cohorts of matched primary and metastases.

Several studies have shown an association between *MYC* amplification and ER-negative breast cancers, especially basal-like tumors^[@R29]--[@R31]^. Basal-like cancers are generally aggressive, high grade tumors, prone to develop hematogenous metastases, associated with shorter survival and relatively high mortality rate^[@R32]^. Therefore, it was not surprising in our study to find 60% of primaries with gains in *MYC* were ER-negative and all of these were basal-like carcinomas. In addition, 79% of metastases with increased *MYC* copy number were ER-negative carcinomas, which included basal-like carcinomas, HER2/neu carcinomas and luminal A carcinomas that subsequently lost ER and PR expression.

Our study shows that a significant subset of metastatic breast cancers demonstrates homogenous *MYC* gene amplification which was not detected in the primary site. Importantly, the percentage of cases which acquired homogeneous *MYC* amplification in metastases (6 of 24 evaluable cases overall, 25%) was greater than the percentage of primary tumors which demonstrated *MYC* amplification (4 of 24 evaluable cases, 16%). The percentage of cases developing homogeneous *MYC* amplification in their metastases was similar in the autopsy cohort (4 of 15, or 27%) as in the surgical cohort (2 of 9, 22%). *MYC* amplification spans all of the molecular subtypes of breast cancer, in that it was found in luminal, HER2, and basal like carcinomas in this study. An important point is that *MYC* amplification was strikingly consistent among different metastases from the same patient. This result contrasts with our results in this same cohort for EGFR, which showed variable amplification between different metastases^[@R22]^. This result also contrasts with the literature on *MYC* amplification in primary tumors, where heterogeneity of *MYC* amplification is well-documented^[@R33]^. These findings suggest that *MYC* amplification is a driver of and selected for in breast cancer metastases. We suspect that the "unamplified" primary tumors which gave rise to metastases with homogeneous *MYC* amplification likely harbored small subclones with *MYC* amplification, and that these clones gave rise to the systemic metastases. Alternatively, amplification may have arisen in an early metastatic lesion, which then gave rise to all of the other metastases in a given patient. Unfortunately, our samples of the primary tumors in this cohort were limited, and we could not exhaustively search these primary tumors for small subclones with *MYC* amplification. Supporting the idea that *MYC* amplification provides a selective advantage for metastasis, Wolfer *et al*. recently found that *MYC* coordinately regulates the express of 13 different "poor outcome" cancer signatures, and that functional inactivation of *MYC* inhibits distant metastases and invasion independent of the effects upon survival, proliferation and differentiation^[@R12]^. Hence, *MYC* has a plausible biologic role as a driver of metastasis, and thus is a rational therapeutic target in metastatic breast cancer.

Genetic changes which distinguish metastases from primary breast carcinomas are few and far between; most expression studies have not found consistent differences between metastatic and primary tumors. Hence, homogenous *MYC* amplification qualifies as a bona fide genetic alteration which correlates with breast cancer progression to metastasis. While no prior study has evaluated *MYC* amplification in metastases in the manner that we have, other studies have implicated *MYC* amplification in neoplastic progression in primary breast tumors. For example, Robanus-Maandag *et al*. evaluated paired ductal carcinoma in situ and invasive ductal carcinomas for *MYC* amplification, and found no amplification in ductal carcinoma in situ associated with invasive ductal carcinomas which harbored *MYC* amplification^[@R34]^. Aulmann *et al*. analyzed invasive ductal carcinomas which locally recurred, and found acquisition of *MYC* amplification in 6 of 38 recurrences^[@R21]^. Similarly, Naidu *et al*. found *MYC* amplification in 3 of 9 invasive ductal carcinomas but not the adjacent non-comedo ductal carcinoma in situ lesions^[@R31]^. Hence, our data supports prior studies of early stage disease which implicates *MYC* as a rare confirmed driver of neoplastic progression in breast cancer.

When evaluating our surgical cases, we found an imperfect correlation of *MYC* amplification with *MYC* immunohistochemical labeling. These results suggest that other mechanisms may effect *MYC* protein overexpression in breast carcinoma. Our results with the autopsy cohort are at first glance difficult to explain, given that *MYC* protein was decreased in the autopsy metastases, including those cases which developed *MYC* amplification. As the autopsy patients were refractory to therapy and *MYC* is a driver of cell division, a feature most therapy regimens target, an argument could be made for the selection of decreased *MYC* expressing tumors within this group. However, we believe that this result is more likely artifactual. We have found that the detection of *MYC* protein overexpression by immunohistochemistry is exquisitely fixation sensitive, to a much greater degree than most proteins. For example, in a well-controlled experiment using xenografts, delayed fixation for 3 hours resulted in a 6-fold reduction in *MYC* staining score while a staining for a more stable antigen like cytokeratin was unaffected^[@R27]^. While our autopsy metastases were harvested within 4 hours of the patient's demise, these tissues remained within the patient at body temperature until they were dissected and placed into formalin. In contrast, a surgical specimen would rest at room temperature, usually for less than 1 hour, before it was placed in formalin after dissection. We suspect that the combination of increased time prior to fixation (e.g. up to 4 hours vs. less than 1 hour) and increased temperature of the tissue in a rapid-autopsy specimen results in much more MYC protein degradation seen in autopsy specimens as compared with surgical resection specimens. Consequently, there was an almost complete absence of *MYC* immunoreactivity in the autopsy metastases. In addition, these results highlight the importance of issues related to tissue fixation, including pre-fixation time and temperature, in assessment of immunohistochemical markers. While some markers may be unaffected by fixation, others (like *MYC*) are exquisitely sensitive.

Finally, while our case numbers are small, our experience with axillary lymph node metastasis detected at the time of primary surgery and at autopsy suggest that these represent two biologically different lesions. The lymph node metastases harvested at the time of initial surgery reflected the *MYC* status of the primary tumor. However, the lymph node metastases harvested at autopsy reflected the *MYC* status of the systemic metastasis. Hence, it is likely that axillary lymph node metastasis harvested at the time of primary surgery reflect the genetics of the primary tumor, while those harvested at autopsy or at the time of disseminated metastasis reflect systemic disease. There are two mechanisms that come to mind that could explain this. The first is that a small portion of amplified cancer cells are present as a subclone in the intial axillary metastasis but that these subclones would not be easily sampled by our method for tissue microarray construction. Then, after systemic treatment, these cells have a major selective growth advantage and are found as the predominant clone at autopsy in the axillary lymph nodes. Another mechanism to explain this change would be the recently proposed hypothesis of tumor reseeding. The classical model of tumor metastasis is as the primary tumor grows it gradually acquires the capacity to invade, intravasate, circulate, extravasate and colonize. This was once thought to be a unidirectional process with dissemination of tumor cells to distant sites. Recently, Kim *et al*. described how circulating breast tumor cells can preferentially reinfiltrate and reseed the tumor of origin, replacing their indolent counterparts with more aggressive cells^[@R35]^. This "self-seeding" concept is not ill-founded. Since Paget proposed his "seed-and-soil" theory for metastatic spread, the notion that tumors grow in favored environmental conditions has attained broad acceptance^[@R36]^. The idea that one such location would include the site of tumor origin is certainly logical. In addition, it is tempting to speculate that self-seeding might occur not only at the primary tumor site, but also at metastatic sites. Each site could serve as a nesting ground to generate tumor variants that repopulate other metastatic sites, thus accelerating tumor progression. In fact, a similar phenomenon has been documented to occur in patients where one malignant tumor metastasizes to a different second primary tumor, a process known as \"cross-seeding.\" These occurrences are extremely rare but have been reported in breast cancers^[@R37],\ [@R38]^. Further, Kim *et al*. have shown that as in these rare cases, malignant cells will metastasize to a second tumor. Considering the connection between *MYC* and more aggressive phenotypes, it seems fair to postulate that cancer cells with gains in *MYC* could overpopulate all of a patient's metastasis by self-seeding. Thus, the lack of heterogeneity in copy number among metastases and between axillary metastases and the corresponding primary at the time of diagnosis is actually not surprising.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrates that gains in *MYC* copy number are a frequent event in breast cancer and occur relatively late in tumorigenesis. These chromosomal alterations are present more often in metastatic disease than the corresponding primary, suggesting that *MYC* amplification provides a selective advantage for the metastatic process. Comparison of *MYC* status among multiple metastases from the same patient showed little variability or organ preference. Lastly, axillary lymph node metastases harvested at autopsy reflected systemic disease, whereas those identified at the time of diagnosis reflected the features of the primary tumor, supporting the hypothesis that *MYC* amplified tumor cells are more resistant to systemic therapy, and/or of tumor self-reseeding. These observations underscore the importance of *MYC* in breast cancer progression/metastasis, as well as its relevance as a potential therapeutic target in otherwise incurable metastatic disease.
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![Representative *MYC* immunohistochemical staining and corresponding two-color fluorescence in situ hybridization (*MYC* in red and centromere 8 in green) in matched primary and metastatic breast cancers from rapid autopsies (A--H) and surgical specimens (I--P). The primary in case 9 was *MYC* positive by immunolabeling and scored as a moderate expressor (A), while the corresponding metastasis was *MYC* negative (B). This result was inconsistent with fluorescence in situ hybridization, where the metastasis acquired *MYC* amplification (D), but no abnormalities in *MYC* copy number were detected in the primary (C). In contrast, the primary in case 11 was *MYC* negative (E), while the metastasis was *MYC* positive (F, moderate expressor). By fluorescence in situ hybridization, *MYC* was duplicated in the primary (G) and amplified in the metastasis (H). In case 25, both the primary (I) and metastasis (J) were *MYC* positive. However, only half the number of cells stained for *MYC* in the metastasis as compared to the primary. By fluorescence in situ hybridization, *MYC* copy number relative to centromere 8 remained unchanged (K, primary and L, metastasis). For case 20, an increase in *MYC* immunostaining was observed in the metastasis (N, moderate expressor) as compared to the primary (M, low expressor). Further, while *MYC* was neither duplicated or amplified in the primary (O), *MYC* was amplified in the metastasis (P). See [Tables 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} for c-myc immunohistochemistry and fluorescence in situ hybridization MYC to centromere 8 ratios for each primary and corresponding metastases.](nihms321952f1){#F1}

![Comparison of *MYC* copy number in primary breast cancer, lymph node metastases upon initial diagnosis, and subsequent metastases on autopsy by two-color fluorescence in situ hybridization (*MYC* in red and centromere 8 in green) for cases 11 (A--D) and 12 (E--H). At the time of diagnosis, both the primary (A, case 11; E, case 12) and axillary lymph node metastases (B, case 11; F, case 12) were characterized by a similar *MYC* duplication. However, systemic metastases harvested at autopsy for both cases (C and D, case 11; G and H, case 12) acquired a *MYC* amplification. Metastases for case 11 include axillary lymph node (C) and lung (D), while case 12 include 2 separate brain metastases (G and H). See [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} for fluorescence MYC to centromere 8 ratios for each primary and corresponding metastases.](nihms321952f2){#F2}

###### 

Clinicopathologic information and corresponding fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis of both autopsy and surgical cohorts.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Case   Age at\     Primary tumor type and grade   Stage at Diagnosis   Age at Death   Molecular Subtype   PBC c-myc   MBC c-myc
         Diagnosis                                                                                                      
  ------ ----------- ------------------------------ -------------------- -------------- ------------------- ----------- -----------
  1      54          ILC, Grade 2                   T2N0M0               65             LA LOSS             NDA         NDA

  2      59          IDC, Grade 2                   T1N0M0               68             LA                  NDA         NDA

  3      48          IDC, Grade 3                   T2N3M0               54             LA                  NDA         NDA

  4      71          IDC, Grade 3                   T2N0MX               79             BLC                 NDA         NDA

  5      35          IDC, Grade 3                   T2N1MX               36             HER2 LOSS           NDA         NDA

  6      57          IDC, Grade 2                   T4N1M1               58             LA LOSS             NDA         NDA

  7      33          IDC, Grade 3                   T3N1M0               37             BLC                 DUP         DUP

  8      38          IDC, Grade 3                   T2NXMX               43             LA                  DUP         DUP

  9      42          IDC, Grade 3                   T3N1M1               47             HER2                NDA         AMP

  10     51          IDC, Grade 3                   T2N0M0               53             BLC                 DUP         AMP

  11     28          IDC, Grade 3                   T2N1MX               38             LA                  DUP         AMP

  12     33          IDC, Grade 3                   T1N1MX               37             BLC                 DUP         AMP

  13     56          IDC, Grade 2                   T2N1M0               61             LA LOSS             AMP         AMP

  14     40          IDC, Grade 3                   T1N1M0               48             LA LOSS             AMP         AMP

  15     47          IDC, Grade 3                   T2N1MX               48             BLC                 AMP         AMP

                                                                                                                        

  16     33          IDC, Grade 3                   T3N1M1               Still alive    HER2                NDA         NDA

  17     50          IDC, Grade 3                   T2N1MX               Still alive    LA                  NDA         NDA

  18     34          IDC, Grade 3                   T2N2M1               35             BLC                 DUP         AMP

  19     38          ILC, Grade not reported        T1cN0MX              44             LA                  NDA         NDA

  20     45          IDC, Grade not reported        Unknown              Still alive    LA                  NDA         AMP

  21     36          IDC, Grade 2                   T1cN0MX              Still alive    HER2                Failed      AMP

  99     39          IDC, Grade 3                   T2N0MX               45             BLC                 NDA         DUP

  23     53          IDC, Grade not reported        Unknown              55             BLC                 AMP         AMP

  24     38          IDC, Grade 3                   T1cN0MX              43             BLC                 NDA         NDA

  25     53          IDC, Grade 3                   T2N2MX               59             LA                  NDA         NDA
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Abbreviations:* BLC, Basal-like carcinoma; HER2, HER2 amplified; HER2 LOSS, HER2 loss in metastases; IDC, invasive ductal carcinoma; ILC, invasive lobular carcinoma; LA, Luminal A; LA LOSS, Luminal A, ER/PR loss in metastases; MBC, metastatic breast cancer; NDA, No duplication or amplification PBC, primary breast cancer

###### 

c-Myc immunohistochemical staining for individual primary breast cancers and corresponding metastases.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Case   Primary   Ax.\     Ax.\     Adrenal   Bladder   Brain   Colon   Diaph.   Gall.   Heart   Liver   Lung   Oment.   Ovary   Pleura   Med.   Skin   Spleen
                   Lymph\   Lymph\                                                                                                                       
                   Node     Node                                                                                                                         
  ------ --------- -------- -------- --------- --------- ------- ------- -------- ------- ------- ------- ------ -------- ------- -------- ------ ------ --------
  1      4         \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      0       0       \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  2      5         \-       \-       0         \-        0       \-      \-       \-      \-      0       0      \-       \-      0        \-     \-     \-

  3      0         0        \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      0       \-     \-       \-      0        \-     \-     \-

  4      4         \-       \-       0         \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      0       0      0        \-      \-       0      \-     \-

  5      119       \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      0        \-      \-      \-      0               0       0        0      \-     \-

  6      0         \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      0        \-      \-      \-      0               \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  7      225       240      0        0         \-        \-      \-      0        \-      \-      11      31     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  8      84        \-       \-       0         \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      6      \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  9      163       \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      0      \-       \-      \-       0      \-     9

  10     120       \-       7        0         \-        \-      \-      0        \-      \-      0       \-     1        \-      \-       0      \-     \-

  11     0         3        12       10        4         \-      \-      140      \-      \-      2       17     \-       \-      \-       28     15     \-

  12     9         0        \-       \-        \-        0       \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  13     24        0        \-       \-        \-        \-      20      \-       \-      20      0       26     \-       \-      2        \-     \-     \-

  14     80        40       \-       \-        \-        0       \-      \-       \-      \-      8       3      \-       4                \-     \-     \-

  15     91        \-       0        \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      0       \-     \-       \-      \-       0      \-     \-

                                                                                                                                                         

  16     60        \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      80     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  17     0         \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      65     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  18     104       \-       \-       \-        \-        210     \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  19     8         \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       99      \-       \-     \-     \-

  20     10        \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      156    \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  21     0         \-       \-       \-        \-        139     \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  22     60        \-       \-       \-        \-        88      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  23     23        \-       \-       \-        \-        132     \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  24     12        \-       \-       \-        \-        78      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  25     163       \-       \-       \-        \-        84      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Abbreviations:* Ax., Axillary; Diaph., Diaphragm; Gall., Gallbladder; Med., Mediastinum, Oment., Omentum

###### 

Fluorescence in situ MYC to centromere 8 ratios for individual primary breast cancers and corresponding metastases.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Case   Primary   Ax.\     Ax.\     Adrenal   Bladder   Brain   Colon   Diaph.   Gall.   Heart   Liver   Lung   Oment.   Ovary   Pleura   Med.   Skin   Spleen
                   Lymph\   Lymph\                                                                                                                       
                   Node     Node                                                                                                                         
  ------ --------- -------- -------- --------- --------- ------- ------- -------- ------- ------- ------- ------ -------- ------- -------- ------ ------ --------
  1      1.07      \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      1.03    1.06    \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  2      1.02      \-       \-       1.05      \-        1.06    \-      \-       \-      \-      1.05    1.15   \-       \-      1.02     \-     \-     \-

  3      1.06      1.05     \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      1.05    \-     \-       \-      1.11     \-     \-     \-

  4      1.13      \-       \-       1.02      \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      1.04    1.03   1.05     \-      \-       1.04   \-     \-

  5      1.09      \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      1.01     \-      \-      \-      1.00            1.02    1.02     1.00   \-     \-

  6      1.00      \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      0.99     \-      \-      \-      1.00            \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  7      1.68      1.72     1.57     1.51      \-        \-      \-      1.51     \-      \-      1.61    1.68   \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  8      1.59      \-       \-       1.56      \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      1.60   \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  9      1.04      \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      5.78   \-       \-      \-       5.52   \-     5.19

  10     2.17      \-       5.77     5.41      \-        \-      \-      6.13     \-      \-      5.19    \-     5.58     \-      \-       5.67   \-     \-

  11     2.03      2.09     5.12     6.05      4.28      \-      \-      3.78     \-      \-      4.39    5.85   \-       \-      \-       4.17   5.01   \-

  12     2.11      2.22     \-       \-        \-        5.19    \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  13     2.59      2.69     \-       \-        \-        \-      3.65    \-       \-      3.48    3.10    3.70   \-       \-      3.40     \-     \-     \-

  14     2.96      3.11     \-       \-        \-        3.91    \-      \-       \-      \-      3.34    3.31   \-       3.50             \-     \-     \-

  15     4.05      \-       4.02     \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      4.15    \-     \-       \-      \-       4.10   \-     \-

                                                                                                                                                         

  16     1.04      \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      1.04   \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  17     0.99      \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      1.03   \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  18     1.50      \-       \-       \-        \-        5.09    \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  19     1.02      \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       1.00    \-       \-     \-     \-

  20     1.01      \-       \-       \-        \-        \-      \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      5.07   \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  21     Failed    \-       \-       \-        \-        6.50    \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  22     1.24      \-       \-       \-        \-        1.61    \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  23     2.35      \-       \-       \-        \-        2.89    \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  24     1.09      \-       \-       \-        \-        1.11    \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-

  25     1.13      \-       \-       \-        \-        1.15    \-      \-       \-      \-      \-      \-     \-       \-      \-       \-     \-     \-
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Abbreviations:* Ax., Axillary; Diaph., Diaphragm; Gall., Gallbladder; Med., Mediastinum, Oment., Omentum
